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Abstract

The food industry must capitalise on advancing technologies in order to op-

timise the potential from emerging ingredient technologies. These can aid

in product optimisation and provide quantitative empirical data to which

there is a fundamental physical understanding. Super-resolution microscopy

provides a tool to characterise the microstructure of complex colloidal mate-

rials under near native conditions. Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering

(CARS) microscopy was used to show the presence of fluorescent dye required

for imaging does not affect gel microstructure and super-resolution Stimu-

lated Emission Depletion (STED) microscopy is used to image four dairy

derived gels. Image analysis has been developed based on 2D spatial auto-

correlation, and a model that extracts parameters corresponding to a typical
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length of the protein domains and the inter pore distance. The model has

been empirically validated through the use of generated images to show the

fitting parameters relate to precise physical features. The fractal dimension

is extracted from Fourier space analysis. The combination of STED mi-

croscopy and image analysis is sensitive enough to significantly differentiate

samples based on whether gels were made from fresh or reconstituted milk,

and whether gelation was induced through acidification or rennet addition.

Rheometry shows that the samples exhibit different macroscopic behaviours,

and these differences become increasingly significant with time. Samples can

be differentiated earlier in the gelation process with imaging as compared to

rheometry. This highlights the potential of STED imaging and image anal-

ysis to characterise the size of protein domains, pore spacing and the fractal

dimensions of microstructures to aid product optimisation.

Keywords: Super-resolution microscopy, Stimulated Emission Depletion

(STED) microscopy, Coherent Anti-stokes Raman Scattering (CARS)

microscopy, 2D spatial autocorrelation analysis, Fractal dimension,

1. Introduction1

The modern food industry is increasingly utilising emerging technologies2

to either produce new ingredients or generate altered forms and function-3

alities of existing ingredients. New ingredients with altered functionalities4

need to be fully characterised and understood before they can be used to5

deliver specific, optimised properties in a final product. Given the pressures6

facing manufacturers to keep up with consumer demands, maintain product7
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quality and innovate, the analytical toolkit available to aid in the under-8

standing, discriminating between and optimisation of products must keep9

pace with advancing technologies (Aguilera, Stanley, and Baker, 2000). The10

advent of Super-resolution microscopy has led to ground breaking achieve-11

ments in the fields of biology, biophysics and material science (Peuschel,12

Ruckelshausen, Cavelius, and Kraegeloh, 2015; Busko, Baluschev, Crespy,13

Turshatov, and Landfester, 2012) but has not yet been fully exploited in14

imaging food materials. Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED) microscopy15

(Hell and Wichmann, 1994; Hell, 2003; Hell, 2008) has great potential for16

imaging complex composite colloidal systems, with minimal perturbation17

to the sample, and could provide information on sample microstructure at18

the nano-scale, the relevant length scale in many colloidal food systems19

(Mezzenga, Schurtenberger, Burbidge, and Michel, 2005). The true utility20

of super-resolution microscopy can only be realised when it is coupled with21

quantitative image analysis. This paper establishes a complementary regime22

of imaging and image analysis to investigate the discriminatory power of23

STED microscopy in samples of the same starting material that have under-24

gone different treatments, these samples being representative of industrially25

produced products. There is an interest in the use of many dairy derived pow-26

ders for use as ingredients and to produce products solely from reconstituted27

ingredients. Currently the structure and texture of products produced from28

reconstituted milk lacks in quality as compared to their fresh milk equiv-29

alents. Altered protein functionality during the drying and reconstituting30

processes are likely to lead to differences in microstructure (Hussain, Gaiani,31

and Scher, 2012; Kim, Chen, and Pearce, 2002; Anema and Li, 2003). If32

3
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a method can be established to characterise a microstructure fully, the be-33

haviour of the fresh system could be used as a reference point to which the34

reconstituted system could be tuned to. Observing differences in microstruc-35

ture in a fresh gel is likely to be a predictor of differences which become36

more explicit during storage, and as such with an efficient imaging method37

and rapid means of analysis could provide an ’early detection system’ for use38

in product development and optimisation.39

40

In bovine milk 80 % of the protein is in the form of casein micelles, that are41

well hydrated roughly spherical bundles of four monomeric protein molecules,42

held together through a combination of hydrogen, hydrophobic and electro-43

static interactions, facilitated by calcium phosphate nano-clusters (Dalgleish44

and Corredig, 2012 ; De Kruif, 1999). Casein micelles are between 30-500 nm45

with an average of 150-200 nm. Neighbouring casein micelles are stabilised46

by the presence of the electronegative, hydrophilic κ-casein at the surface.47

κ-casein provides stability to micelles via steric and electrostatic repulsion48

of other micelles and their ’hairy layer’ of κ-casein (Tuinier and De Kruif,49

2002). De-stabilisation is achieved through acidification or enzymatic prote-50

olysis, during acidification the κ-casein reaches its iso-electric point (pH 4.6)51

and the casein micelles begin to aggregate. The enzyme chymosin, present52

in rennet, cleaves the hydrophilic part of the κ-casein molecule between the53

105-106 amino acids. Enzymatic cleavage removes the stabilising hairy layer54

and leads to aggregation of the micelles (De Kruif and Holt, 2003). Following55

destabilisation from either acid or rennet (or both) micelles aggregate and56

cascade to form larger aggregates until a space filling network is formed, when57

4
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the network spans the entire system and a gel is formed. Destabilisation of58

casein micelles is widely utilised in the production of very many fermented59

dairy products, including yoghurt and cheese.60

61

Currently, the best resolved images of dairy structures come from Trans-62

mission Electron Microscopy (TEM)(Marchin, Putaux, Pignon, and Léonil,63

2007; Andoyo, Guyomarc’h, Burel, and Famelart, 2015) and Scanning Elec-64

tron Microscopy (SEM) Dalgleish and Corredig, 2012; Martin, Goff, Smith,65

and Dalgleish, 2006; Ong, Dagastine, Kentish, and Gras, 2011) both TEM66

and SEM require extensive, and potentially deleterious, sample preparations67

before imaging can take place. Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM)68

has been extensively used in the imaging of dairy and food structures in69

the last two decades (Ong et al., 2011; Dubert-Ferrandon, Niranjan, and70

Grandison, 2006; Lucey, Teo, Munro, and Singh, 1998). The advantage of71

CLSM has been that multiple components in the system can be selectively72

stained with fluorescent dyes and spatially resolved from each other. The73

presence of the confocal pinhole in such systems allows for optical sectioning74

which can be utilised to produce 3D images, the main limitation in CLSM75

is that the resolution is diffraction limited to approximately 250 nm in x,y76

(Hell, 2008) which is larger than the scale of many food colloidal components.77

78

STED microscopy was first described by Stefan Hell in 1994 (Hell and79

Wichmann) and shared the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 2014, with two80

other techniques which all allowed the diffraction limit to be overcome in81

optical microscopy. STED is closely based on CLSM but utilises a second82

5
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depletion laser that is phase modulated to produce a torus shape (Willig,83

Keller, Bossi, and Hell, 2006). When overlayed with the incident excita-84

tion laser the depletion beam forces any fluorophores it encounters to be85

red-shifted, emitting light at a longer wavelength which can be filtered out.86

Therefore, the area that light is collected from is smaller, and a smaller point87

spread function light is collected meaning that a higher number of pixels can88

be resolved per area (Hell, 2003; Hell, 2008). The development of time gated89

STED and single photon counting extends the resolving power of STED mi-90

croscope systems (Wang, Kuang, Gu, Xu, Li, Hao, and Liu, 2013). STED91

enables investigation of complex microstructures with better resolution than92

has previously been possible without drying or extensive sample preparation.93

94

Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) microscopy is another95

type of scanning microscopy that is based upon specific vibrational modes96

within a molecule and as such does not require an additional fluorophore97

(Cheng and Xie, 2004; Evans and Xie, 2008; Krafft, Dietzek, Popp, and98

Schmitt ,2012), one of the potential issues with STED and CLSM. CARS99

microscopy has a potentially wide applicability to food systems as it can100

generate contrast between water and oil and water and proteins efficiently.101

As such it can be used as negative control for the presence of fluorophore102

during gelation in aggregated dairy systems, to evaluate if any significant103

changes occur when a dye is present, however it is not used in preference to104

STED as it remains diffraction limited.105

106

Since its first description in 1993 (Petersen, Höddelius, Wiseman, Seger,107

6
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and Magnusson) correlation based image analysis has been utilised in various108

forms to analyse microscopy data for different applications the theory behind109

which is well detailed by Kolin and Wiseman (2007). The calculations used110

in this paper are described by Robertson and George (2012). Other instances111

of correlation analysis with Gaussian fitting have been used by Costantino,112

Comeau, Kolin, and Wiseman (2005) and a method for pore size determina-113

tion is presented by Mir, Baggett, and Utzinger (2012), both papers utilised114

some form of generated image data to validate the conclusions drawn from115

their analyses.116

Ako, Durand, Nicolai, and Becu (2009) first demonstrated that the ra-117

dial decay of a 2D spatial autocorrelation image of a network can be de-118

scribed with a stretched exponential function. Stretched exponential model119

fitting was used to determine the typical length in a protein domain and the120

form factor for β-lactoglobulin protein gels. In the past decade this method121

has been widely utilised to explore a range of protein systems including β-122

lactoglobulin under various conditions (Ako, Nicolai, Durand, and Brotons,123

2009; Balakrishnan, Durand, and Nicolai, 2011), casein and whey systems124

(Balakrishnan, Nguyen, Schmitt, Nicolai, and Chassenieux, 2017), soy pro-125

tein gels (Urbonaite, De Jongh, Van Der Linden, and Pouvreau, 2015), whey126

protein systems (Urbonaite, van der Kaaij, de Jongh, Scholten, Ako, van der127

Linden, and Pouvreau, 2016; Kharlamova, Nicolai, and Chassenieux, 2018)128

pea protein gels (Munialo et al., 2015) ,pea, soy, whey , blood and egg protein129

systems (Pouvreau, van Wijlen, Klok, Urbonaite, Munialo, and de Jongh,130

2016) mixed protein system of soy and whey proteins (Jose, Pouvreau, and131

Martin, 2016) soy and whey protein in the presence of gelatin (Ersch, van der132
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Linden, Venema, and Martin, 2016) and recently mixed protein systems of133

whey and rapeseed proteins (Ainis, Ersch, and Ipsen, 2018; Ainis, Ersch,134

Farinet, Yang, Glover, and Ipsen, 2019). The fitting parameters from the135

image analysis have proved useful in understanding microstructures in re-136

lation to other macroscopic properties such as rheology and water binding.137

However, it is not sufficient to find a mathematical agreement between the138

data and a model, especially when modifying existing models. The model139

should be emprically validated to ensure that the values of the fitting param-140

eters that are extracted from the model correspond to a real physical feature141

in the images.142

143

The gel structures formed from the aggregation of casein micelles ap-144

pear to be typical of diffusion or reaction limited aggregation mechanisms145

(Meakin, 1983) such structures have often been described by their fractal146

nature (Horne, 1999). Determining the fractal dimension in colloidal gels147

has been discussed by Bremer, Bijsterbosch, Walstra, and van Vliet (1993)148

and has recently been reviewed by Andoyo, Lestari, Mardawati, and Nurhadi149

(2018). The method utilised in this work is based on the relationship between150

the autocorrelation decay, the Fourier transform of which can yield the struc-151

ture factor (Wu, Xie, Lattuada, and Morbidelli,2005), the fractal dimension152

can be determined from the structure factor (Marangoni, Acevedo, Maleky,153

Peyronel, Mazzanti, Quinn, Pink, et al., 2012; Super and Bovik, 1991). It154

is noticeable that the microstructures in aggregated casein micelle gels are155

porous, and could be considered a bicontinuous system, possessing a con-156

tinuous protein network interpenetrated with a continuous aqueous phase157

8
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(Mezzenga et al., 2005). Quantification of the pores in the system and the158

fractal dimension can couple with the typical length of the protein domain,159

determined in previous works (Ako et al., 2009), to give a multi-parametric160

assessment of the microstructure.161

162

In previous works the 3D structure of the gel networks and casein micelle163

structure has been investigated through various types of scattering experi-164

ment, including light (Lehner, Worning, Fritz, Øgendal, Bauer, and Glatter,165

1999; Nieuwland, Bouwman, Bennink, Silletti, and de Jongh, 2015; Vétier,166

Banon, Chardot, and Hardy, 2003), small angle x-ray (De Kruif, 2014) and167

small angle neutron scattering (van Heijkamp, de Schepper, Strobl, Tromp,168

Heringa, and Bouwman, 2010, Nieuwland et al., 2015; Tromp and Bouwman,169

2007). Comparable characteristic lengths, size distributions and fractal di-170

mensions are obtained with the method presented in this study to these other171

techniques for similar sample preparations.172

173

In this study, four gels have been produced from either fresh and recon-174

stituted skim milk, induced either through acidification or rennet addition175

and imaged using STED microscopy. Validated quantitative autocorrelation176

based image analysis has extracted two fitting parameters, corresponding to177

the size of the protein domains and the inter-pore distance and the fractal178

dimension have been determined from Fourier space analysis. These three179

parameters provide a tool to quantify complex geometric shapes and describe180

the physical features within a sample’s microstructure that can be used to181

understand how sample processing affects microstructure. This work has182

9
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expanded the model used in the image analysis to incorporate a long order183

periodic term, appropriate for porous materials. The method of image analy-184

sis has been appropriately validated with generated images, that have known185

sizes of the physical features to be extracted in the analysis and are correctly186

scaled to the microscopy data. Having validated the physical model and the187

extracted fitting parameters, the model could then be confidently applied to188

true microscopy images. Microscopy images have been obtained with a tech-189

nique that has better resolution for the sample conditions than has previously190

been used.191

2. Materials & Methods192

2.1. Sample preparation193

Four milk derived gel samples were produced from fresh or reconstituted194

skim milk, with gelation induced via acidification or rennet addition as shown195

in table 1. Milk was either locally purchased skim milk (Arla Foods a.m.b.a.,196

Denmark) or reconstituted skim milk powder (Arla Foods a.m.b.a., Den-197

mark). The composition of the skim milk powder as given by the manu-198

facturer was milk fat 1.25 %, milk protein 34 %, lactose 52.75 %, minerals199

8%, moisture: 4 %. Typical bulk skim milk composition is milk fat 0.07%,200

protein 3.4 %, lactose 4.8 % and Minerals 0.88 %. 13 % powder concen-201

trations were chosen during preliminary experiments as this gave the same202

pH curve as the fresh skim milk during acid induced gel formation and pro-203

duced gels that were measurable under rheometry. The final casein content204

is within the typical range occurring in milk (Walstra, Geurts, Walstra, and205

Wouters, 2006). Powders were reconstituted in water purified with a Milli Q206

10
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system (Millipore, Bedford, UK) (13 % w/w) with 30 minute mixing in an207

ULTRA-TURRAX Tube Drive control Workstation (IKA-Works, Staufen im208

Breisgau, Germany) with DT-50-M-gamma Tube with rotor-stator element209

at 2000 RPM at room temperature and then used in the same way as the210

fresh milk.211

212

Acid induced samples were prepared by taking 30 ml of milk and adding213

0.54 g of Glucono-δ-Lactone (GDL)(Sigma-Aldrich, USA) to give a concen-214

tration of 1.8 % in the milk, this was mixed with a magnetic stirrer for215

30 minutes at 600 RPM. 600 µl of this milk was stained with Atto 488216

NHS-Ester (Atto-Tec GmbH, Siegen, Germany), dissolved in DMSO (99.9 %217

pure,Sigma-Aldrich) with a final concentration of 510 µM in the milk, and218

left for 1 hour at room temperature. 500 µl was then transferred to a µ-Slide219

8 Well chamber (ibidi, Germany), and incubated at 35 ◦C for 10 minutes,220

prior to imaging, this achieved a final pH of 5 ± 0.1 at the time of imaging.221

The rennet induced samples were prepared by staining 600 µl of milk with222

Atto 488 NHS-Ester, and left for 1 hour as above. 5 µl of commercial rennet223

solution Chymax M Rennet (Chr.Hansen, Denmark) was added to 500 µl of224

stained milk and vortexed for 3 seconds before being transferred to a well225

on the µ-Slide 8 Well chamber prior to imaging. At room temperature the226

activity of rennet was sufficiently slow that the samples could be handled for227

imaging and rheometry before forming a network. This was preliminarily ex-228

plored with the rheometer and time lapse imaging. Each type of sample was229

produced in triplicate, and from each two separate samples were produced.230

11
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Fresh skim milk Reconstituted skim milk

Acid induced I II

Rennet induced III IV

Table 1: Table showing sample reference codes for the four different sample preparations

investigated

2.2. STED Imaging231

Imaging was performed using a Leica TSC SP8 STED microscope (Leica232

Gmbh, Mannheim, Germany). Samples were imaged 60 minutes after the233

point of gelation, based on rheometry. Samples were excited with an incident234

laser at 488 nm using a pulsed white light laser with detection between 500235

and 560 nm using a gated hybrid detector (0.3 -6 ns), with STED depletion236

at 592 nm CW. The pixel size was set to 10 nm, using 1.30 x digital zoom237

to generate images of 2584 x 2584 pixels, or 25.84 µm2 using a HCX PL AP238

100X/1.40 OIL STED objective. Ten STED images were taken per sample,239

a total of 60 images per sample type. All images were taken > 5 µm from the240

base of the glass to avoid boundary anomalies in the gel formation which did241

not persist beyond 3 µm from the glass surface. Imaging was conducted at242

room temperature which was between 23.5-25 ◦C. STED microscopy has been243

used to image the protein structure in these milk derived gels using a non-244

covalently bound fluorescent dye. No difference was observed between the245

Atto dyes with NHS ester or Maleimide tag during preliminary experiments246

in the intensity in the images and signal-to-noise ratio. It is suspected that,247

as both chemistries required a manipulation of pH, the binding mechanism248

was simply amphiphilic attraction of the dye to the protein. It is possible249

12
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in the aqueous environment that reactive tags dimerised dye molecules. The250

microscope system utilised is capable of resolving details in these structures251

below 100 nm, on the order of a single casein micelle, in a wet gel sample252

that has not been fixated or been perturbed by cutting or sampling the gel253

once formed. The resolution of the STED microscope is 40 nm laterally and254

500-600 nm axially (Hell, 2008).255

2.3. CARS Imaging256

CARS images were taken with the same TSC SP8 STED microscope of257

Sample III; rennet induced fresh skim milk gels prepared with and with-258

out Atto 488 NHS-ester dye as described above. Ten images were taken259

per sample 60 minutes after the point of gelation. Five sample replicates260

were prepared. A HC PL IRAPO 40 x/1.10 water immersion objective was261

used. To visualise proteins images were taken using a Stokes laser at 1064262

nm, an APE (Berlin, Germany) PicoEmerald Pump laser at 816.4 nm this263

corresponds to a vibrational wavenumber of 2580.4 cm−1 at which proteins264

can be visualised. Emitted light was filtered using a high-pass filter at 560265

nm, which removed any light emitted from the Atto dye due to two-photon266

excitation from the pump laser. Light was detected using a CARS detec-267

tor photomultiplier tube in the epi-direction. Images of 968 x 968 pixels268

were taken, producing images of 145.15 µm2, with an optimised pixel size269

of 150 nm based on the Nyquist criteria. Imaging was conducted at room270

temperature which was between 23.5-25 ◦C.271

13
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2.4. Autocorrelation and Fourier space image analysis272

Image analysis of STED and CARS images was conducted with MATLAB273

R2016a using inbuilt functions for Fourier transformation and image analysis274

with additional custom-made functions. The image analysis generated a 2D275

spatial autocorrelation image of the microscopy image, the radially averaged276

distribution of the autocorrelation image is then plotted, to which a stretched277

exponential with dampened oscillator function is fitted (equation 5). Prior278

to image analysis a Wiener smoothing filter of 8x8 pixels was applied to the279

STED images using the MATLAB function ’wiener2’. The area used in the280

smoothing filter is below the minimum size of any structure resolved and thus281

did not affect the size of detected structures. The images were re-scaled to282

maximise contrast using the MATLAB function ’imadjust’ to optimise the283

contrast for viewing images.284

A spatial autocorrelation imageG(a, b) is calculated from every microscopy

image I(x, y) and is defined as:

G(a, b) =

M∑

x=1

N∑

y=1

I(x, y) · I(x− a, y − b) (1)

Where the source image I has the size MxN and (a, b) are the spatial coor-285

dinates in autocorrelation image.286

The autocorrelation function is more easily determined from the inverse287

Fourier transform of the power spectrum image according to the Wiener-288

Khinchin theorem (Robertson and George, 2012):289

S(I) = |F [I(x, y)]|2 (2)

G(a, b) = F−1[S(I)] (3)

14
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-where S(I), is the power spectrum image, F denotes the Fourier transform

and F−1 the inverse Fourier transform. The power spectrum image is useful

for determining the fractal dimension (see below). Intensity variations in

the acquisition system can be removed by subtraction of the mean, and

dividing by the standard deviation of the image. In this way the normalised

autocorrelation image can be calculated from the Fourier transform and was

used for the image analysis in this paper:

g(a, b) =
1

σ(x, y)2
· F−1[F(I(x, y)− 〈I(x, y)〉) · F∗(I(x, y)− 〈I(x, y)〉)] (4)

-where g(a, b) is the normalised autocorrelation image, σ(x, y) is the standard290

deviation of the intensity values of the source image I, F∗(I(x, y)) is the291

complex conjugate of the Fourier transform of the image and 〈I(x, y)〉 is the292

average intensity in the image (Robertson and George, 2012; Mir et al., 2012;293

Costantino et al., 2005; Kolin and Wiseman, 2007).294

Determining the radial distribution of the autocorrelation and power spec-295

trum images in a computationally efficient way, was a necessary but not296

trivial element of the image analysis protocol. A method for efficient deter-297

mination of the radial distribution, that includes every pixel in the image,298

was devised using MATLAB and utilising the ’acumarray’ function. The299

correlation values are averaged over the points that have unique distances to300

the center of the image. Radial averaging is suitable for a system produced301

from isotropic aggregation that has no directionality. The radially averaged302

autocorrelation value were then normalised by dividing by the first, largest303

value. Normalisation re-scales the intensity values to decay from one, but304

does not affect the distances that are extracted during model fitting.305

306
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It has been demonstrated by Ako et al. (2009)that the radially averaged307

autocorrelation decay can be fit to a stretched exponential curve when there308

is a single species contributing to the structure. The stretched exponential309

model has been extended in this work to contain a dampened oscillatory310

function to take into account longer ordered periodicity in the images to311

produce the fitting model shown in equation 5.312

p(r) = C · e−( r
ξ
)β · cos(

2π(r − r1)

λ
) (5)

The model shown in equation 5 is fit to the radial distribution of the auto-313

correlation image for each microscopy image using the minimisation function314

fmincon, where r is the initial radial distance and r1 is the displaced radial315

distance, from which ξ and λ are extracted. ξ and λ capture the dominant316

short and long order characteristic lengths in the images respectively.317

318

The fractal dimension is determined from the radially averaged distribu-319

tion of the power spectrum image, S(i), defined in equation 2. The radial320

distribution is determined using the same protocol as for the autocorrelation321

image, which is plotted on a log-log plot. A linear fit is applied to the curve322

at the steepest part of the decay, determined by taking the minimum value323

in the derivative plot of a high order polynomial fit to the data (Marangoni324

et al., 2012). The gradient of the linear region, β, of the power spectrum325

decay relates to the fractal dimension, Df as shown in equation 6 (Super and326

Bovik, 1991).327

Df = 4− (β/2) (6)
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The output parameters of ξ, λ and Df were extracted for each image.328

Data sets for samples of the same type were collated. Data was plotted329

by fitting a normal distribution to the data set, provided that a χ2 good-330

ness of fit test returned a positive result. Histograms were generated for331

the data which have been plotted as discrete points representing the mid332

point of the histogram bins. In this way the raw data is shown alongside333

the normal distribution fitting, in all cases. One-way ANOVA with post-hoc334

Tukey’s honestly significant difference tests were performed using MATLAB335

on STED and CARS microscopy data. Principal component analysis was336

performed on the image analysis data using MATLAB, confidence ellipses337

were added to the PCA plot using the function ′f confEllipse′ from the338

Fathom toolbox, (Jones, 2014). Multivariate ANVOA was performed on the339

PCA data using the MATALAB function ’MANOVA1’. Microscopy Images340

were processed with Fiji Image J for publication.341

342

2.5. Image analysis validation343

In order to empirically validate the model being applied to the radially344

averaged autocorrelation curve images needed to be generated that varied a345

single precise spatial feature at a time, in order to validate the two fitting346

parameters of interest, ξ and λ. The generated images used for validating347

the image analysis are not a true physical model for the aggregation of ca-348

sein micelles, and neither will they perfectly represent the true microscopy349

images. The images are generated to have precise, known values of ξ and350

λ. In the case of validating ξ individual images are generated with discs of351

a specific size, spanning the appropriate size range of structures in the mi-352
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croscopy images. If fitting parameter ξ returns the size of the discs in the353

generated images, for all input sizes, this validates the use of ξ to extract354

the typical length in the fluorescence region in the microscopy images. Sim-355

ilarly with the parameter λ images are generated to have voids of a defined356

size, the number of which is controlled to maintain the same area fraction357

of voids in each image. The remaining space is filled with randomly placed358

discs corresponding to the size and number density of casein micelles in milk.359

If the output value of λ corresponds to the void-void distance in the input360

generated image, across an appropriate size range, the use of λ can be vali-361

dated for the purpose of extracting the characteristic repeat distance in the362

microscopy images, corresponding to pore-pore distance.363

364

The images were generated by setting a size for the image, then generat-365

ing coordinates on a hexagonal lattice with a specific spacing, to which voids366

are added. Voids were generated by dilation to a fixed radius. The excluded367

regions between voids was determined, in which particles coordinates were368

established on a hexagonal grid. Particles were produced to a certain size369

by dilation. Both voids and particles were displaced by a random gaussian370

function of different magnitudes to account for random packing. The image371

was convoluted with a point spread function to make it representative of a372

microscopy image, whilst keeping the area fraction of voids constant to ensure373

only one parameter was varied in the images at a time. The generated im-374

ages were produced with true physical dimensions relevant for the microscopy375

data to be validated. Images could have been generated using polydisperse376

particles and void sizes to be more representative of the microscopy images,377
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but this would not have allowed for precise validation of isolated features, as378

interactions between random variables would have impeded the data inter-379

pretation.380

381

The images were analysed with the same autocorrelation analysis de-382

scribed above. Fitting parameters ξ and λ were compared to the input383

parameters used in the image generation for validation. 20 step-wise val-384

ues were selected for the disc radius and the void-void distance, with 60385

generated images being produced for each interval.386

2.6. Rheometry387

A Kinexus Ultra Rheometer (Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, UK)388

was used to measure the rheological properties of the four sample types.389

The rSpace software was used to operate the rheometer and to measure and390

record the results. The lower geometry controls the sample temperature,391

this was set to 24 ◦ C in all experiments. 24 ◦ C was the temperature of the392

microscopy stage during imaging, therefore all experimental conditions were393

matched to this. A cone and plate cartridge was used (CP2/60:PL65) as per394

(Murray and Phisarnchananan, 2014). Rennet induced samples were loaded395

immediately after rennet addition. Acid induced samples were prepared and396

allowed to acidify for 75 minutes prior to loading with 10 minutes in a water397

bath at 35 ◦ C to match the process used for the imaging. Single frequency398

settings were used with a frequency of 0.15 Hz and a shear strain of 0.75 %,399

logging data every 10 seconds for 150 minutes . The gel point was defined400

as the point at which the tan δ dropped below 45. One-way ANOVA with401

post-hoc Tukey’s honestly significant difference tests were performed using402
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MATLAB at 60 and 90 minutes post-gelation.403

3. Results & Discussion404

3.1. Microscopy Images405

Samples I-IV were produced either from fresh or reconstituted skim milk,406

with gelation induced either through acidification or rennet addition. These407

four samples provide a basis for investigating the power of STED microscopy408

in imaging microstructures at the nano-scale and for developing relevant im-409

age analysis, sensitive to the resolution of STED, that is able to differentiate410

between the microstructures of four samples that are all formed through the411

aggregation of casein micelles under different processing conditions.412

413

Representative STED images are shown in figure 1 a-d, where morpho-414

logical differences in the gel networks can be qualitatively observed by eye,415

with respect to the size of the protein domains and the spacing of the pores416

in the gel networks. Meaningful understanding of these images requires nu-417

merical data, that has been accurately quantified from the images. The418

addition of the fluorescent dye prior to gel formation has the advantage of419

ensuring a uniform dye concentration in the sample, as opposed to adding420

the dye to a surface and allowing it to penetrate the sample. However, it421

has been considered that the presence of a fluorescent dye may alter func-422

tionality of a protein and may affect the final microstructure, as explored by423

Kolodziejczyk, Petkova, Benattar, Leser, and Michel (2006) and Li, Auty,424

OMahony, Kelly, and Brodkorb (2016). The potential effect of the dye on425

the protein functionality was investigated using label-free CARS microscopy.426
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Whilst the resolution of CARS is still diffraction limited, quantification of427

stained and unstained samples provides a negative control on whether the428

presence of the fluorophore affects gelation. Representative CARS images429

are shown in figure 1 e-f for Sample III, rennet induced fresh skim milk gels430

with and without dye. CARS microscopy images have been analysed with431

the image analysis method presented below, to show there is no significant432

differences in microstructure due to the presence of fluorescent dye, data from433

which is shown in figure 4.434

435

In all cases multiple images in the x,y plane have been taken, as opposed436

to generating 3D images. The resolution in the planar direction is theoret-437

ically limited to the power of the STED laser (Hell, 2007), but resolution438

in the axial direction is approximately 10 fold worse. Therefore informa-439

tion in the z-direction is not comparable to that collected in x,y. As the440

system is isotropic and composed of particles that are small enough that441

their movement under Brownian forces dominate over gravitational effects,442

it is a reasonable assumption that any confocal slice in x,y is equivalent to443

any equivalent slice in any other plane. The image analysis presented below444

is therefore the analysis of finite 2D plane taken through a 3D structure.445

Given that the axial resolution is worse, any 3D rendering of the structure446

generated with this modality of microscopy will contain less information in447

the z-direction. The primary focus is to quantify the structures observed in448

the super-resolution 2D images and use this to differentiate between sample449

types. Extrapolation to describe the 3D structure has not been done as this450

would not be possible to the same degree of resolution.451
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3.2. Autocorrelation and Fourier space image analysis452

Figure 2 shows the processes involved in the autocorrelation analysis and453

Fourier space analysis. From the microscopy image, figure 2a, the autocorre-454

lation image, figure 2b, is calculated. The autocorrelation function used here455

is shown in equation 4. The autocorrelation image shows random structuring456

radially across the image. Random structuring is indicative of the isotropic457

nature of the casein micelle aggregation and gel structure. Therefore, taking458

the radially averaged distribution of the autocorrelation image is appropri-459

ate. From fitting the model shown in equation 5 to the radial decay of the460

autocorrelation image, two parameters of interest are extracted, ξ is the typ-461

ical length in the protein regions, the short order term and λ relates directly462

to the inter-pore distance in the image, the longer order term.463

464

The initial decay in the autocorrelation intensity, figure 2c, corresponds465

to the typical length of the protein domains in the image, captured by the466

ξ fitting parameter. ξ has been well utilised in previous works (Ako et al.,467

2009; Ainis et al., 2018; Ako et al., 2009; Urbonaite et al., 2015; Urbonaite468

et al., 2016; Ersch et al., 2016). It can be seen that there is a periodic os-469

cillation around zero in the autocorrelation decay, figure 2c shows that the470

model is able to capture the oscillation in the data. The wavelength of the471

oscillation in the radial decay of the autocorrelation image corresponds to a472

characteristic periodic length in the microscopy image, and is modelled by473

an oscillator function, allowing the fitting parameterλ to be determined.474

475

Figure 2d shows the power spectrum image of the microscopy image, as476
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per equation 2. The power spectrum image is radially symmetric around477

a centre spot, supporting the fact that the sample is isotropic, lacking any478

specific directionality, and the use of a radially averaged power spectrum is479

appropriate. Figure 2e shows the radial distribution of the power spectrum480

image, and the linear model fitting to the steepest part of the curve, where481

the gradient is obtained and used to find Df as shown in equation 6. It can482

be observed that in the log-log plot there is a suitable linear region that can483

be fitted to, to extract Df .484

3.3. Model Validation485

Images were generated to be representative of the precise spatial features486

present in aggregated particle gels, with control over the dimension of in-487

dividual isolated components. These images contained either diffuse discs488

of a defined size, to represent casein micelles and casein aggregates figures489

3a-b, or defined void regions, where the non-void region was filled with dis-490

crete discs (casein micelles) to the same number density of casein micelles as491

would be present in a milk gel, figures 3d-e. The size of the diffuse discs or492

voids was changed stepwise, and each image was analysed with the autocor-493

relation method described above. It can be seen in figure 3c that there is a494

strong linear correlation between the input radius of the discrete discs and495

the output parameter of ξ. There is a strong linear correlation between the496

input parameter of the void-void distance and the output parameter of λ,497

figure 3f. Based on the linear correlations, ξ can be interpreted as the typical498

length in the fluorescent protein region in the microscopy images, and λ is499

the characteristic repeating distance on a long order scale in the image and is500

directly related to the distance from one pore centre to the next pore centre.501
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3.4. CARS microscopy502

CARS microscopy has been utilised as a negative control to investigate503

whether the presence of the fluorescent dye used in the STED imaging had504

an influence on the gelation mechanism, leading to alterations in the final gel505

structure. Figure 4 shows the parameters, ξ, λ and Df extracted from image506

analysis for sample III, rennet induced fresh skim milk gels, produced with507

and without dye addition. There is no significant difference (p < 0.05) in508

microstructure between samples prepared with and without fluorescent dye509

based on the three fitting parameters extracted. Therefore, the method of510

sample preparation for STED microscopy is suitable and should represent511

true, unaltered structures.512

3.5. Microstructure analysis513

Samples I-IV were imaged with Super-resolution STED microscopy and514

analysed using the validated autocorrelation method presented above, with515

a sample preparation protocol that images fully hydrated, not fixated, un-516

perturbed, samples, that would be industrially produced. Figure 5 shows517

the fitting parameters extracted from the autocorrelation and Fourier space518

analysis for samples I-IV, the fitting parameters can be used to differentiate519

the sample preparations from each other. Both the ξ and λ parameters show520

significant differences between all relevant pair-wise comparisons, where one521

processing variable, either fresh or reconstituted milk or the gel induction522

method of acidification or rennet addition, has been changed. Significant523

different pairs of samples include fresh vs reconstituted milk (I vs II and III524

vs IV) and method of induction (I vs III and II vs IV). The Df separates the525

rennet induced fresh (III) and reconstituted skim milk gels (IV), but there526
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is a more comparable behaviour between the rennet induced fresh skim milk527

(III) and acid induced gels from fresh and reconstituted milks(I and II). The528

Df can be interpreted as indicating a more ragged interface between the gel529

network and void spaces at a higher value, indicating an increased surface530

area of the gel network (Smoczyński and Baranowska, 2014). This descrip-531

tion can be qualified by comparing the images in figure 1 where sample IV (d)532

seems to show the most diffuse, ill-defined edges, and has yielded the highest533

fractal dimensions. Effective evaluation of such disordered structures, there-534

fore determining the fractal dimension is an effective means to quantify the535

geometry of such structures and when coupled with the two other parame-536

ters measured here provides an extra level of differentiation between sample537

types. No single parameter is sufficient on its own for full differentiation. The538

fact that all three parameters show different results between samples indicate539

all three fitting parameters are decoupled from each other, and represent dis-540

tinct features in the images. Whilst the rennet induced fresh skim(III) milk541

gel and the acid induced reconstituted skim milk (II) samples are not sig-542

nificantly different for any parameter, it is notable that when the samples543

have had two processing variable alterations (type of milk and method of gel544

induction) they both produce similar microstructures. Conversely the oppo-545

site is true for samples I and IV, which exhibit the greatest differences in546

microstructure. Understanding the interaction effects of multiple variables547

can be investigated in future studies to provide an insight into how to rectify548

the apparent alternations in functionality caused by drying and reconstitu-549

tion.550

551
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The analysis in this study is being done on 2D slices of a 3D structure552

there are advantages to this technique over scattering based methods that553

have been used to evaluate 3D structures. For the type of sample under inves-554

tigation these advantages include the fact that the samples can be prepared555

in situ in large enough sample containers so as to avoid boundary effects,556

which forming samples in or transferring to capillary tubes does not permit.557

Therefore, sample does not need to be disturbed once formed. The field558

of view is much greater in such a microscopy technique, and the improved559

resolution with STED compared to conventional confocal provides a spatial560

domain, that is complementary to SAXS and SESANS, to be probed from561

below 100 nm to potentially 10s of µm. The disadvantage of the microscopy562

is the image acquisition time, using a laser scanning approach requires that563

the sample has already formed a structure and is immobile. Hence, it is not564

possible to look at native casein micelles in solution as may be done with565

scattering techniques (De Kruif, 2014). Due to the poorer axial resolution of566

the microscopy technique 3D rendering would not maintain the advantages567

of super-resolution imaging. However, the analysis of multiple 2D images is568

capable of describing the structures in the images well enough to differentiate569

sample types, which is the primary aim of this method. The data presented570

in this study is in general agreement with previously presented data relating571

to the characteristic length or size distribution in aggregated dairy systems572

including light scattering (Lehner et al., 1999, Nieuwland et al., 2015; Vétier573

et al., 2003) and spin echo small angle neutron scattering (van Heijkamp574

et al., 2010; Tromp and Bouwman, 2007) and the determination of the frac-575

tal dimension (Vétier et al., 2003). The presented method of quantification576
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applied to super-resolution microscopy images could be used in corrobora-577

tion with scattering based techniques, but allowing for more flexible sample578

preparations with the ability to image larger areas and covering a comple-579

mentary spatial range.580

581

3.6. Macroscopic Analysis582

Rheometry was conducted on samples I-IV to determine whether observ-583

ing significant differences in a sample’s microstructure would correlate with584

its macroscopic properties. Figure 6a shows the Elastic componenet of the585

shear modulus (G′ ), figure 6b shows the Viscous component of the shear586

modulus (G′′)) and figure 6c shows the tanδ, the ratio of G′′) to G′ of the587

four gel samples over time, taken from the gel point. It can be observed588

that all four gel samples exhibit differences in rheological properties. At 60589

minutes, corresponding the time the images were acquired there is a clear590

separation in response due to the type of milk used, for both methods of gel591

induction (I vs II and III vs IV). At the same time point the two reconsti-592

tuted samples (II and IV) are not separable based on the elastic modulus,593

but are based on the viscous modulus and therefore the tan δ. The two fresh594

samples (I and III) show markedly different behaviours for all three rheolog-595

ical parameters.596

597

3.7. Multivariate analysis of image analysis parameters598

For every pair-wise comparison between samples I-IV where one process-599

ing variable has been changed, a significant difference in at least one of the600
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image analysis parameters is seen. With the data from all three parameters, it601

is possible to differentiate all the samples based on single processing variable602

change, based on their microstructure. In order to observe any multivariate603

separation between samples principal component analysis was performed on604

the image analysis data. The benefit of this multivariate analysis is that the605

first two principal components can be plotted on a 2D graph, which is more606

readable than a 3D projection. Confidence ellipses at a 95 % confidence level607

are applied to the different sample types, as shown in figure 7. Figure 7608

shows how the PCA data clusters, there is some degree of separation for all609

single variable pair-wise comparisons which could be used to differentiate the610

samples. A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)of the first two prin-611

cipal components allows the rejection of the null-hypothesis that differences612

between samples are random. Therefore, the MANOVA indicates that there613

are significant differences between sample types based on the PCA data, and614

a multivariate interpretation of the three image analysis parameters is ap-615

propriate for differentiating between samples.616

617

3.8. Discussion618

The data presented in figures 5, 6 and 7 show that the method of im-619

age analysis employed here is capable, not only of characterising the mi-620

crostructures of porous soft solids, but that the parameters extracted are621

sufficiently sensitive to be able to differentiate sample preparations whose622

physical composition is relatively similar. The samples under investigation623

provide a model for systems of industrial interest. Having a system that624

can differentiate between microstructures formed under different processing625
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conditions, such as in figure 1, provides the basis for optimising product for-626

mulations. Following this study this may be investigating how reconstituting627

samples in a specific ways might restore their native functionality. Subjective628

analysis of microscopy images cannot elucidate all the information contained629

in super-resolution images. With the use of fractionated, concentrated and630

dried ingredients becoming more widespread, methods that provide quanti-631

tative data on a sample’s microstructure could prove increasingly beneficial,632

especially when a sample or product’s microstructure affects its macroscopic633

properties.634

635

A comparison may be drawn between the rheological data, figure 6, and636

image analysis data, figure 5, for acid induced reconstituted gel (II) and the637

rennet induced fresh milk gel (III). The ξ and λ parameters show almost638

exactly the same trend for these two samples, indicating similarities in their639

microstructures. In figure 6 a and b samples II and III show a qualitatively640

similar behaviour in their curves, with both increasing over time and ending641

with the similar gradients, indicating they are undergoing similar rates of642

structural change. The precise mechanism behind this could only be specu-643

lated upon with the data available, however from the perspective of wanting644

to utilise reconstituted milk to form products it is encouraging that altering645

two variables at once can generate similar microstructures between a fresh646

and reconstituted system. The use of STED microscopy and validated image647

analysis can be used to differentiate samples that have been altered by a648

single variable and could be used in future to investigate the effects of other649

variables on the final microstructure of reconstituted dairy derived gels. The650
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enhanced resolving capacity of STED and quantification of three indepen-651

dent parameters in the image analysis provides a powerful toolkit to be able652

to investigate the microstructure and macrostructure of porous materials, in-653

cluding but not limited to soft solid foodstuffs. The utility of this toolkit will654

be maximised when coupled with appropriate macroscopic analyses, which655

could be included in multivariate analysis, an extension to that shown in656

figure 7.657

658

The rheological properties of the four samples investigated were not all659

significantly different from one another 60 minutes after the gel point. As the660

samples age to 90 minutes post gel point, there are increasingly significant661

differences between the rheological properties for all parameters. Despite the662

increasing differences between samples seen with the rheology after 90 min-663

utes, STED imaging and image analysis has shown significant differences in664

microstructure 60 minutes after the gel point. Detectable significant differ-665

ences in microstructure before significant differences in rheology can be mea-666

sured helps to establish a casual link between microstructure and macroscopic667

behaviour, as the microstructures can be differentiated with imaging before668

they begin to exhibit differences in their macroscopic rheological behaviours.669

This observation supports the utility of imaging fresh gel structures, as differ-670

ences in microstructure at an early stage suggest differences in macroscopic671

properties in finished products. The fact that method presented here can672

detect sample differences earlier in time compared to rheology further em-673

phasises the discriminatory power this imaging and analysis technique wields674

in characterising porous microstructures.675
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676

The method of image analysis presented here demonstrates that the com-677

bination three parameters that can be used to quantitatively describe porous678

microstructures with relation to real physical features in the microstructure,679

in industrially relevant samples. These parameters could be used to investi-680

gate samples during product development or production and could be used681

for a means of quality assurance in final product monitoring. Future work682

will use the combination of super-resolution imaging and quantitative image683

analysis in conjunction with other techniques to further understand how the684

microstructure relates to macroscopic properties. In future cases subtle ma-685

nipulation of the composition or chemical nature of an aggregating system686

could be related to subtle changes in microstructure that can now be imaged687

and quantified.688

4. Conclusions689

STED microscopy was used for imaging dairy derived gel microstructures,690

with resolutions relevant to the length scale of interest in colloidal systems.691

Samples were imaged without drying, fixation or deformation. There is no692

significant difference between samples produced with or without the fluores-693

cent dye used in STED imaging, as can be detected with label-free CARS mi-694

croscopy together with a model to analyze 2D autocorrelation images which695

can be used to retrieve the typical length scale in proteins and a long order696

term corresponding to inter pore distance in porous systems. The model has697

been empirically validated using appropriate, scaled, generated images. The698

fractal dimension is determined from Fourier space analysis. Industrially699
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relevant dairy gel samples have been significantly differentiated from each700

other using the image analysis when varied with gel induction method or701

milk type. All four samples exhibit different rheological behaviours. Dif-702

ferences between samples can be detected more significantly, earlier in the703

gelation process with the imaging and image analysis compared to rheology.704

This establishes a causal link between an initial and developing microstruc-705

ture and the final macroscopic properties. In future work super-resolution706

imaging and quantitative analysis will be utilised to investigate how different707

perturbations to a system affect the microstructure and how alterations in708

the microstructure manifests itself on a macroscopic scale.709
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Figure 1: Representative STED and CARS microscopy images of milk gel samples under

investigation. Acid induced fresh skim milk (a), acid induced reconstituted skim milk (b),

rennet induced fresh skim milk (c), rennet induced reconstituted skim milk (d), all imaged

60 minutes after gel point based on rheometry. CARS images of rennet induced fresh skim

milk gels to provide negative control for the effects of the addition of the fluorophore,

Stained (e) Unstained (f). Scalebar 10 µm.
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Figure 2: Autocorrelation and Fourier analysis of microscopy images. STED microscopy

image of acid induced Fresh skim milk gel (a). Autocorrelation image calculated from the

STED image (b). Plot of the normalised radial distribution of the autocorrelation image,

shown in blue, to which a stretched exponential with dampened oscillator (equation 5) is

fit, shown in red (c). Power spectrum image calculated from the STED image (d). Plot of

the radial distribution of the power spectrum image, shown in black, the steepest gradient

in the decay is shown as the blue point, Max, with the region to which a linear fit has been

applied shown in red, used for determining the fractal dimension (e). Scalebar 10 µm.
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Figure 3: Validation of the fitting parameters in equation 5 and correlation of these pa-

rameters with the sample structure in a generated image. Sample images (artificial) of

randomly distributed, isolated a disc shaped particles of varying radius (a,b). Images

where analysed with the procedure in figure (2). Correlation plot of the disc radius in the

simulated image and the parameter ξ in the image analysis (c). Sample images of gels

generated by systematically varying the void radius (d,e). Correlation plot of the average

void-void distance in the simulated images and the wavelength λ obtained in the image

analysis (f). Each data-point in the correlation plots (c,f) is an average of 60 runs with

errorbars as standard error of the mean. Scalebar 20 µm.
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Figure 4: Fitting parameters extracted from Autocorrelation analysis of CARS microscopy

images of rennet induced fresh skim milk gels with and without fluorescent dye, to serve

as a negative control for the presence of a fluorophore on the gelation mechanism. ξ,

typical length in protein domain (a). λ, proportional to the pore size in image (b). Fractal

Dimension (c). Curves show normal distribution fit to data. Points represent the mid

point of histogram bins showing the distribution of the raw data.
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Figure 5: Fitting parameters extracted from Autocorrelation analysis of STED microscopy

images of four milk derived gels. ξ, typical length in protein domain (a). λ proportional

to pore size in image (b). Fractal Dimension (c). Curves show normal distribution fit to

data. Points represent the mid point of histogram bins showing the distribution of the

raw data.
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Figure 6: Rheology of four milk derived gel samples over time, plotted from gel point. G′

(a). G′′ (b). tan δ (ratio between G′ and G′′) (c).
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Figure 7: Multivariate analysis of image analysis parameters. 2D plot of the first two

principal components following PCA analysis of the three image analysis parameters ξ, λ

and Df . Confidence ellipses plotted at a 95 % confidence level.
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Highlights for “Super-resolution microscopy and empirically validated autocorrelation image analysis 

discriminates microstructures of dairy derived gels” 

• Improved resolution imaging of fully hydrated, non-fixed dairy gel microstructures  

• Empirically validated model for analysing 2D spatial autocorrelations 

• Fitting parameters from model directly relate to precise physical features 

• Extracted parameters significantly differentiate sample microstructures. 

• Samples with different microstructures exhibit different rheological properties. 

 

 


